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Abstract. We examine the effects of relaxing the assump-
tion of quasi-charge neutrality on the propagation of station-
ary whistler waves. This necessitates that in the wave frame
the equations of motion must be made fully relativistic and
when this is done, the correct form of the relativistic disper-
sive effects is recovered. Our numerical solutions indicate
that fully relativistic effects can prevent the formation of os-
cillitons by virtue of the weakening of dispersive effects re-
quired to counterbalance those of nonlinear steepening.

1 Introduction

Recently, Dubinin et al. (2003) studied nonlinear station-
ary whistler waves propagating in a cold plasma parallel to
the magnetic field. Using quasineutrality, which requires
V 2

Ae�c2 (or ω2
pe��2

e), (VAe and c are, respectively, the
Alfv én speed based on the electron density and the speed
of light; ωpe and�e are, respectively, the electron plasma
frequency and electron gyrofrequency) the complete system
of nonlinear equations can be reduced to one highly nonlin-
ear first order differential equation for the total amplitude of
the transverse motion of the particles (ue or up). The treat-
ment involved was exact, in which the inclusion of the proton
dynamics was crucial to the formation of nonlinear whistler
waves. This point is manifested in the reference frame mov-
ing with the nonlinear structure, since in this frame the am-
plitude of the transverse momentum carried by the electrons
and protons are equal,mpup=meue, and therefore the pro-
ton dynamics must be included in a self-consistent man-
ner. The phases of the transverse motion of the electrons
and protons are different and the momentum exchange be-
tween the protons and electrons is mediated by the Maxwell
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stresses. Webb et al. (2005)1) showed that, in fact, the system
is Hamiltonian andu2

e and the phase differenceφ=φp−φe

are the canonical coordinates. Soliton-type along with other
nonlinear solutions with a core filled by smaller-scale oscilla-
tions (and therefore called oscilliton) were found. Although
such a solution appears like an envelope soliton, the phase
of the oscillations is stationary, in contrast to the envelope
soliton.

Since the minimum speed of the oscilliton isVAe/2, it is
clear that in a plasma withωpe≤�e (such a situation is rather
typical for the auroral magnetosphere) the soliton speed can
approach the light speed so that in transforming to the wave
frame relativistic effects must be included and correspond-
ingly the quasineutrality conditionnp≈ne is no longer valid
so that the Poisson equation must also be included in a self
consistent manner. Solitary Alfvén and whistler waves in
relativistic electron-positron plasmas were discussed in (Ver-
heest, 1996; Verheest and Cattaert, 2004). In this paper we
generalize the results of Dubinin et al. (2003) to the study the
nonlinear relativistic whistlers.

2 Dispersion for stationary whistler waves

The linear dispersion equation provides us with the necessary
condition for the existence of nonlinear stationary waves.
The classical form of the dispersion relation for whistlers
propagating parallel to the magnetic field in cold plasma is

N ′2
≡

k′2c2

ω′2
= 1 +

ω′2
pe

ω′(�′
e − ω′)

, (1)

1Webb, G. M., McKenzie, J. F., Dubinin, E. and Sauer, K.:
Hamiltonian formulation of nonlinear travelling whistler waves,
Nonlin. Proc. Geophys., submitted, 2005.
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Fig. 1. The dispersion of stationary relativistic whistlers. The solid
(dashed) curves show the real (imaginary) parts of the wave number
kr,i(Mw) as a function of the wave speed at different valuesδ.

where the superscript′ refers to quantities in the rest frame
S′, andN ′ is the refractive index inS′. In the nonrelativistic
case, the relation between the frequency and the wavenumber
(ω′, k′) in the rest frameS′ and the frequency and wavenum-
ber (ω, k) in the wave frameS (moving to the left with the
velocity U ) is determined by the Doppler shift,ω′

=ω−kU ,
k′

=k. In the relativistic case, however, we have,

ω′
= (ω − kU)γ, k′

= (k −
ωU

c2
)γ, (2)

whereγ is the Lorentz factorγ=1/
√

(1 − U2/c2).
The first term i.e. unity on the righthand side of Eq. (1),

corresponds to the displacement current contribution which
automatically implies the use of the Poisson equation and
quasi-charge neutrality can no longer be assumed. Note that
div of Ampere’s law yields

0 = µodivj +
1

c2

∂divE

∂t
(3)

so that on using the continuity equation for the chargeq and
currentj , namely

∂q

∂t
+ divj = 0 (4)

yields the Poisson equation.
The dispersion equation for stationary waves inS, k(U),

is readily obtained by the simple substitutionω′/k′
→U in

Eq. (1) which gives

k̄(1 − k̄) =
U2

V ′2
Ae

γ 2, (5)

wherek̄=
Uk′

�′
e

is the wave number normalized to�′
e/U and

V ′

Ae is the Alfven speed inS′ based on the electron mass.
Equation (5) can written in the form

k̄=
1

2

(
1±i

√
4U2γ 2

V ′2
Ae

−1

)
=

1

2

1±i

√√√√√ 1

V 2
m

(U2 − V 2
m)

1−
U2

c2

 , (6)

where

1

V 2
m

=
1

c2
+

4

V ′2
Ae

,

(
V 2

m=
V ′2

Ae/4

1+V ′2
Ae/4c2

)
.

Vm is the maximum phase speed withVm→V ′

Ae/2 (in

the limit V ′2
Ae/c

2
�1) and Vm→c (in the relativistic

limit V ′

Ae/c→∞). Introducing the proper Mach number
Mw=U/Vm Eq. (6) may be written

k̄ =
1

2

1 ± i

√√√√√ M2
w − 1

1 −
V ′2

Ae

c2
M2

w

 . (7)

Thus the appearance of the relativistic factor shows that rela-
tivistic effects must be taken into consideration if deviations
from charge-neutrality become essential.

Note that for “supersonic” case(c/Vm≥Mw>1) k̄ is com-
plex and stationary structures (if they exist) are characterized
by spatial oscillations superimposed on the spatial growth or
decay given byIm(k̄). Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary
parts ofk̄ as a function of ofMw for stationary whistlers. The
curve forMw<1 describes the usual linear whistler waves.
However forMw>1 the wave number is complex and evanes-
cent type solutions which contain an oscillating core are pos-
sible. The characteristic wave numberkr of the oscillations
embedded into these waves is equal to 1/2L−1, where the
length scaleL here is

L = U/�′
e = MwVm/�′

e =
Mw(V ′

Ae/2)

�′
e

1√
1 + V ′2

Ae/4c2

=
c

ωpe

Mw

2
√

1 + V 2
Ae/4c2

. (8)

In the limit V ′2
Ae�c2 at the expression for stationary nonrela-

tivistic whistlers (Eq. 23 inDubinin et al., 2003) is recovered.

3 Equations for relativistic whistler-stationary waves

In one dimensional progressive waves of the formf (x+Ut),
it is convenient to carry out the analysis in the wave frame

where the various species appear to flow steadily (
∂

∂t
=0)

from left to right with speedU . In the nonrelativistic case
(Dubinin et al., 2003), the governing nonlinear equations
were derived from the differential equations of motion for
the transverse velocities of the electrons and protons,ue,y,z,
up,y,z. The remaining variables (the longitudinal compo-
nents of the velocities and the transverse components of the
magnetic field) were expressed as functions of the transverse
velocity components by using the constants of motion along
the lines described by McKenzie et al. (2004). In the rela-
tivistic case, the equations of motion become

uix

dpi

dx
= ±e(E + ui × B), (9)
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wherepi is the momentum of thei=p, e species

pi = miui/

√(
1 −

u2
i

c2

)
(10)

Introducing the new variables

vi = ui/

√(
1 −

u2
i

c2

)
, (11)

whereu2
i =u2

ix+u2
iy+u2

iz, yields, in the normalized form

µi

dvix

dx
= ±

(
Ex

uix

+
viy

vix

bz −
viz

vix

by

)
(12a)

µi

dviy

dx
= ±

( viz

vix

− bz

)
(12b)

µi

dviz

dx
= ±

(
by −

viy

vix

)
. (12c)

Here µp≡µ=mp/me, µe=1, Bx=Bo=1, bz,y=Bz,y/Bo,
and the velocities and the electric field are normalized toU

andUBo, respectively, with the spatial variablex normal-
ized to U/�e. Note that in the relativistic case,�e is no
longer the relativistic gyrofrequency since the latter becomes
a function of particle energy.

Ampere’s law gives the relationship between the velocity
and magnetic field variations,

dby

dx
= M2

Ae

(
vpz

vpx

−
vez

vex

)
(13a)

dbz

dx
= −M2

Ae

(
vpy

vpx

−
vey

vex

)
(13b)

HereMAe=U/VAe (VAe is the Alfvén speed inS based on
the electron mass density).

The Poisson equation becomes

δ
dEx

dx
=

1

upx

−
1

uex

, (14)

whereδ=V 2
Ae/c

2 and we assume that atx=−∞, np=ne=1
andupx=uex=U=1, and we have used the conservation of
the particle fluxniuix=1. The relationship betweenvi and
ui in the dimensionless variables becomes

ui = vi

√
1 − M2

Aeδu
2
i (15)

Note that in the wave frame, Faraday’s law implies that
Ey=const,Ez=const, so that for motion parallel to the mag-
netic fieldEy=0, Ez=0.

The system of Eqs. (12)–(14) admits the following con-
stants of motion (momentum flux conservation)

µ(vpx − 1) + (vex − 1) +

(
b2
y + b2

z

)
2M2

Ae

− δ
E2

x

2
= 0 (16a)

µvpy + vey =
by

M2
Ae

(16b)

Fig. 2. The dispersion of whistler waves at the different values
δ=V 2

Ae
/c2. The curves reveal maxima of the phase velocity, which

determine the threshold values for the existence of oscilliton struc-
tures (the necessary condition).

µvpz + vez =
bz

M2
Ae

. (16c)

Therefore the magnetic field components can be expressed as
functions of the transverse velocities. Correspondingly, the
electric fieldEx can be expressed in the terms of the velocity
variables.

Multiplying Eqs. (12b) and (12c) byµiviy andµiviz, re-
spectively and adding yields after eliminationby andbz with
the help of Eqs. (16b) and (16c):

µ(v2
py + v2

pz)
1/2

=

(
v2
ey + v2

ez

)1/2
, (17)

i.e. a similar relation between the amplitudes of the trans-
verse velocity variables as in nonrelativistic case. The differ-
ence is that the variablesviy,z depend now explicitly on the
total speed of the species (Eq. 11).

Before analysing the properties of the remaining non-
linear differential equations for the species velocities we
check that these equations do indeed reduce to the disper-
sion equation for stationary waves in the wave frame as de-
scribed in Sect. 2. Linearizing the Eqs. (12b)–(12c) of trans-
verse motion and introducing circular polarized variables
ui±=uiy±iuiz, yields

γ
due

dx
= ∓i

[
M2

Aeγ (ue± + µup±) − ue±

]
(18a)

γµ
dup

dx
= ±i

[
M2

Aeγ (ue± + µup±) − up±

]
. (18b)

Hereγ=1/
√

1−U2/c2.
Seeking solutions of the form∼ui exp(ikx), gives

ue

(
γ k +

(
M2

Aeγ − 1
))

= −M2
Aeγµup (19a)

up

(
γµk −

(
M2

Aeγµ − 1
))

= M2
Aeγ ue (19b)

Hence we obtain the dispersion relation inS,

γ k2
− k + M2

Ae = 0 (20a)
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Fig. 3. (a)Oscilliton structure found in the approximation of nonrelativistic equations of the particles motion, while the charge-neutrality
is not imposed from the onset. From the top to the bottom are (i) the transverse velocities and the total value of the transverse speed of the
electrons, (ii) the longitudinal velocities of the protons (solid curve) and electrons (dashed curve), (iii) the total value of the electron velocity
and the light speed, (iv) two transverse components of the magnetic field, (v) the longitudinal electric field.(b) The same parameters for the
relativistic case.

or

k =
1

2γ

(
1 ±

√
1 − 4M2

Aeγ

)
(20b)

Using the relativistic resultk′
=kγ which follows from

Eq. (2) in the wave frame (ω=0), andV ′2
Ae=V 2

Aeγ , Eq. (20b)
does indeed coincide with the dispersion Eq. (6).

Equations (12) and (16) which completely describe the
dynamical system in the relativistic case are solved numer-

ically. Recall that in the nonrelativistic case, in which quasi-
neutrality holds, the type of nonlinear stationary solutions de-
pends on the wave speed. ForU>Vmax=VAe/2 (Vmax is the
maximum phase speed which follows from the linear disper-
sion analysis), there is a family of periodic solutions around
an O-type point limited by a heteroclinic orbit connecting
two saddle points with a family of free orbits outside. The
orbit connecting two saddle points corresponds to a soliton
type solution for the longitudinaluix and total transverse
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Fig. 4. The differenceuet−µupt (the solid curves) within the ’os-
cilliton’ sructures for nonrelativistic(a) and relativistic(b) cases.
The dashed curves depict the velocity componentuey .

speeduit variables. However the transverse velocity and
magnetic field componentsuiy,iz, by,z reveal smaller scale
oscillations embedded within the “envelope” soliton struc-
tures. AtU≤VAe/2 two saddle points degenerate to one and
only nonlinear periodic solutions remain. These solutions
correspond to a periodic sequence of wave packets.

When quasi-neutrality is not imposed at the outset but rel-
ativistic effects are assumed negligible (γi=1), a similar pic-
ture appears although the system of nonlinear equations can-
not now be reduced to the form which admits a simple phase-
portrait analysis (Verheest et al., 2004). In the relativistic
case, the maximum phase speedVmax=Vm (see Sect. 2) de-
creases withδ as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover the presence
of relativistic γ -factors drastically changes the character of
the nonlinear stationary solutions. In fact we did not find
oscilliton-type solutions, although at the initial stage the sys-
tem evolved as an oscilliton wave with growing periodic os-
cillations. Thus, in contrast to the nonrelativistic case it ap-
pears that dispersion cannot prevent nonlinear steepening and
the amplitude of the wave continues to grow until the total
electron speed reaches the light speed. Figure 3 (right panels)
depicts the spatial growth of the wave. Atx∼210, the ampli-
tudes of the transverse components of the electron speed (the
upper panel) and the longitudinal velocity (the second panel)
achieve certain values and growth ceases. The third panel
shows the total value of the electron velocity. The dashed
curve gives the light speed. It is observed that a ’saturation’
occurs whenue→c. The lower two panels depict the mag-
netic and electric field variations. For comparison, the left

Fig. 5. Nonlinear periodic waves in the relativistic case.

panels present the corresponding parameters when the rela-
tivistic factorsγi→1 where solitary solutions are possible.

Figure 4 shows the deviation from zero of the value
ue−µup (whereui is the total value of the transverse ve-
locity ui=(u2

iy+u2
iz)

1/2) characterizing a “balance” between
the electron and proton transverse oscillating motions. In
the nonrelativistic case, in the quasi-neutral approximation,
this value is exactly zero showing that the total values of the
transverse momentum flux carried by the protons and elec-
trons are equal. If the relativistic factors are neglected, while
not retaining charge-neutrality, this value oscillates near zero
(ue−µup∼2 · 10−4) (Fig. 4, the top panel), i.e. the ampli-
tudes of the transverse momentum fluxes carried by the pro-
tons and electrons are almost the same. In the relativistic
case, this balance is violated and the value|ue−µup| sharply
increases since the electrons, whose velocity is much larger
than that of the protons, experience a relativistic decrease in
the velocity (Fig. 4, the bottom panel). Although the trans-
verse momentum of the system is conserved (Eqs. 16b and
16c) the transverse motion of the particles is not in balance
to conserve an oscilliton structure.

In contrast to oscillitons, nonlinear wave packets continue
do exist in the relativistic case. Figure 5 gives an example of
such a structure. The amplitude of the waves is proportional
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Fig. 6. (a) Periodic waves at different values ofV 2
Ae

/c2 and the threshold value of the wave speedU=0.5VAe. (b) For U>0.5VAe, the
electron speed in the oscillating structures reaches the light speed and stationary solutions are absent.

to the “initial” perturbation value atx=−∞ (“the integration
constant”) and the amplification coefficientA=ueymax/uey∞

is about of 10. It is interesting to note that periodic solu-
tions only exist atMAe≤0.5, independently of the value of
δ=V 2

Ae/c
2 (Fig. 6). The coefficientA reaches a maximum at

MAe=0.5 which increases with decreasingδ (∼10÷ 45 for
δ=100÷ 0.03). At MAe>0.5, no stationary oscilliton-type
solutions is found and the electron velocity increases up to
the light speed.

4 Conclusions

This analysis shows that if quasi charge neutrality is not im-
posed at the outset the relativistic equations of motion must
be used to describe the system consistently. This stems from
the fact that non-charge neutrality implies the inclusion of
relativistic effects through the displacement current and the

associated Poisson equation. Only if these effects are in-
cluded can the proper stationary wave dispersion equation
be correctly derived. Moreover it would appear that fully rel-
ativistic effects may prevent the formation of oscilliton-like
structures by virtue of dispersive effects being unable to com-
pete with and balance nonlinear steepening. This requires
a further careful study, but it is already apparent in Fig. 2,
whereγ = 100, that the phase speed is practically constant
for all values ofω/�e ≤ 1.
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